TEENS CAMP

3-WEEK GRAPHIC DESIGN

3-WEEK
GRAPHIC DESIGN CAMP
Location Available:
New York City
Tuition: $3,880
Room and board is additional.
Please note: curriculum, dates,
and prices subject to change.

Wonder what it’s like to be a graphic designer in New York City? Find out in our
hands-on 3-Week Graphic Design Camp for teens!
This camp introduces aspiring designers to the fast-paced, ever-evolving media
and visual market that transcends fashion, entertainment, finance, publishing, and
social media. Using industry-standard software and studying under our faculty of
working, world-recognized graphic designers, our campers learn to solve real design
problems and gain practical knowledge. Classes build important skills in composition,

Camp Curriculum:
• Visual Communication
• Concept Development
• Typographic Hierarchy
• Composition
• Image Making
• Sequence
• Motion
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layout, typography, motion graphics, branding and visual identity. Young designers
are challenged to think conceptually, develop client briefs, and create effective
presentation materials as they complete design pieces that can become the basis
of a graphic design portfolio.
That’s not all: campers visit museums, galleries, and professional design studios to
experience the best of real-world, professional design. Discover the world of graphic
design this summer in New York City.

TEENS CAMP

1-WEEK GRAPHIC DESIGN
Learn graphic design at a truly electric New York City pace

Led by our internationally recognized faculty

in our 1-Week Graphic Design Camp for teens, a hands-on

of working designers, one-week campers

immersion experience that quickly teaches campers the

experience design in a dynamic, action-

skills they need to begin their journey as aspiring designers.

based, and collaborative setting. Upon
successful completion of the camp, students

This camp focuses on studio and computer software

will have created design pieces that can

courses that teach essential graphic design processes —

become the basis of their own graphic

like concept development, typographic hierarchy, image

design portfolio.

creation and development, and layout fundamentals.
For extra inspiration, campers visit museums and galleries

Camp Curriculum:

to explore incredible works through the lens of graphic

• Visual Communication

design. Through a series of projects including sketching,

• Concept Development

ideation,

• Typographic Hierarchy

refinement,

prototyping,

and

production,

students tackle real-world design problem solving and

• Composition

learn to use industry-standard software.

• Image Making

1-WEEK
GRAPHIC DESIGN CAMP
Location Available:
New York City

• Sequence

Tuition: $1,630
Room and board is additional.
Please note: curriculum, dates,
and prices subject to change.

TEENS CAMP

12-WEEKEND
GRAPHIC DESIGN
Look around, graphic design is everywhere! Graphic

Students gain access to industry-standard

designers create and communicate messages, and

software, state-of-the-art computer labs, and

design so many of the things we see every day — logos,

classes taught by practicing professionals

websites, apps, packaging, posters, magazines, signage,

and design educators.

environmental graphics, film and television titles, and more.
If you like working on your school’s newspaper, creating

Camp Curriculum:

websites, making videos, or just looking at logos and visual

• Design Composition

identities, then the New York Film Academy’s 12-Weekend

• Typography

Graphic Design Camp is for you!

• Communication
• Image Making

Learn the craft of graphic design in New York City, home

• Branding and Visual Identity

to some of the most exciting design studios in the world.

• Adobe Creative Suite

Immerse yourself in the visual world of typography, motion
graphics, logo and web design and gain valuable design
skills and create portfolio-ready projects that will launch

12-WEEKEND
GRAPHIC DESIGN CAMP
Location Available:
New York City
Tuition: $1,710
Please note: curriculum, dates,
and prices subject to change.

you on your way into the exciting field of graphic design.
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